BANC IT!
Brief Analytic-Network Coaching™

Accelerated Eco-Leadership Development
Personalised 1-1 coach led programme
Learn to
influence
networks and
lead systemchange

analytic-network coaching

10 Week
accelerated
learning process

Utilising our
internationally
acclaimed
‘Analytic-Network
Coaching
System™’

For progressive &
purpose driven
leaders and
organisations
analytic-network coaching

Highly
impactful
work andanalytic-network
learn coaching
approach

Drawing on published research and theory & tested methodologies

Accessible, Fast, Deep Learning
• Ten Week Programme
• One-hour commitment per week including preparation
and reflection
• 1-1 personal coaching shaped to individual needs
• Harnessing the five-frames of the Analytic-Network
Coaching System™

Responding to Disruption

This Eco-Leadership Development Programme has been designed in response to
the urgent demand for new leadership because of disruption!
The ‘networked society is a disruptive society’ - Digital disruption,
globalised disruption, environmental disruption and now pandemic
disruption.....
Dr Simon Western is an internationally recognised thought leader who has
developed the theory and practice of Eco-Leadership to respond to this urgent
demand.

Take Aways
•

The Analytic-Network
Coaching System™
•

•

•

•

•

Depth Analysis: Coaching the inner-self
Coaching leaders to develop personal
insight, authenticity, clarifying values, and
purpose
Relational Analysis: Coaching the
relational-self
Exploring how we relate to others, and how
others relate to us, improving our team
performance

The unique
Analytic-Network
Coaching System
delivers a very
powerful and holistic
approach with
profound impact.

•
•
•

Personalised leadership profile assessment and
report
Personal leadership development strategy
Workplace strategic plan
Transformational learning experience

Plus
•
•
•
•

Free Leadership book from internationally
acclaimed author Dr Simon Western
The A-N Leadership Compass – to guide future
practice
Analytic-Network Completion Certificate in the
Eco- Leadership Development Programme
Membership of ANAC- Analytic-Network Alumni
Community. Continue your development with
ongoing resources, events and discussions with our
international alumni

Who’s it for?

Individuals Progressive professionals and leaders
with the drive and desire to become the leaders of the
future
OD and leadership development. We scale this offer
and co-design this programme with you to align with
your internal development and culture. We also offer
cultural audits and leadership analysis, ensuring
personal learning and organisational learning are
integrated.

Cost

2,950 Euros per person

Next Step

Contact Simon@analyticnetwork.com for more
information and coach matching.

Leadership Analysis: Coaching the leaderwithin
Coaching leaders to fulfil their unique
leadership potential

Endorsements

Network Analysis: Coaching the
networked-self
Locating the leader in their networks and
developing a ‘networked mindset’.

“Having worked with a range of coaching approaches I find Simon Western’s training the most
comprehensive, stimulating and expansive approach of all.
Dr Lynne Sedgmore CBE: Non-Executive Director on over 25 Boards & previously CEO of CEL. a UK National
Education Centre of Excellence in Leadership

Sustainable Change

Influence Netw
ork

Strategic Analysis: Coaching the strategic
mindset
Developing personal and workplace
strategic plans

Greater than the sum of the parts
Each frame in the A-N Coaching System™ is
vitally important in its own right. However, the
five-frames together create a very powerful,
holistic coaching system that has a profound
impact on leaders
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“Never has a coaching framework been as holistic and powerful as Analytic-Network Coaching.”
Monisha Singh India; Leadership & Personal Development Coach, MBA Standford University

